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The present paper introduces alt ulltyped calculus of
$\cdot$
intended objects to capture intrinsic aspects of con-
current objects communicating via $\dot{\zeta}\iota sync1\iota\iota\cdot 0\iota tO$us mes-
sage passing, together with a typing system assigll-
ing typings to terms in tlle calculus. Types llleclllt
to describe the kind $oi$ messages an objcct $m_{\dot{c}}\iota y\iota\cdot(\backslash .-$
ceive are assigned to the free names in a $1$) $\iota\cdot og\iota\cdot i111$ ,
resulting in a scenario where a program is assiglied
multiple name-type pairs. Tlten, a ML-like let ([(} $c1_{\dot{C}}\iota-$
ration is introduced together witlt an extension of \dagger . $|_{1(}\backslash$.
monomorphic typing assignment system, wllicli allows
to declare a term of a polynlorplzic type and $n$ bc it.
multiple times with different types, illstances of tlie
type of the declared terln. Tbe systcm enjoys desir-
able properties, such as subject-lcduction wllidl illl-
plies that programs that coniply to the $tyl$) $i\iota\downarrow gel$ isci-
pline do not suffer frorn $1^{\cdot}tntinle$ errors, $\dot{\subset}\iota\backslash$ well as thc
existence and computability of $1$) $\iota\cdot i_{t1}ci_{1})_{\subset}’\iota 1$ types. Ful-
thermore, we present au efficient algoritlnn to extract
tlle principal typing of a term.
Introduction
Most of the attempts to introduce so $\iota ne$ type $di_{S(}.ipline$
into object-oriented languages start $flo1’ 1$ lanibda-
calculus, by extending this with some kind of $\iota\cdot ec(1^{\cdot}ds$ .
There are several limitations to this approacb, mainly
deriving from tlre fact $tl$) $at$ objects are not extensions
of functions. In particular, objects do not neccssar-
ily present an input-output behavior; objects usually
communicate by asynchronous message [$)_{\dot{\zeta}}u\searrow\backslash \backslash ing$ (in-
stead of function application); objects do maintaiu a
state (in contrast with the stateless nat $\iota\iota\cdot e$ of fuuc-
tions), and objects may run concurrently.
Inspired by Milner’s polyadic $\pi$-calculus [6], $Ho\iota\downarrow c1_{\dot{C}}\iota s$
v-calculus [4] and Hewitt’s actor model [2], wc ptc-
sented in [11] a basic object-calculus where the notions
of objects, asynchronous messages and $conc\iota\iota\cdot\iota\cdot en(:y$
$at\cdot 1^{\backslash }$. [) $\iota\cdot i_{1}nitive$ , and intloduced a type discipline along
the lines of Honda [3] and Vasconcelos and Honda [10]
$io\iota$. tite (untyped) calculus, enjoying the properties that
[) $\iota\cdot og\iota_{\dot{C}}\iota 111St1\iota_{\dot{C}}\iota tve\iota\cdot ify$ tbe discipline will never run into
$e\iota\cdot\iota\cdot 0\iota\cdot s$ of the $ki_{l1}d$ $n$ )($ssage$ not $\iota$nderstood”, and tbat
$t1\iota e\iota\cdot e$ is a $Ct$ ) $1lt$ ) $\iota t_{\dot{c}}\iota 11e\iota\downarrow 0tiol\downarrow$ of [) $\iota\cdot i\iota$) $cipal$ typings from
whicll all typings that make a tellll well-typed can be
$(t_{C1}\cdot ive(1$ .
The plesent wolk extends the basic system by in-
tloducing in the calculus variables over terms and a
ML-like let declaration, together with a notion of pred-
icative $pol_{1}/rnorphisrn$ in the type systeni. Following
Mitcltell [7]. the $wo\iota\cdot c1$ pledicative refels to the fact that
$1)(\iota_{y_{11)(1^{\cdot}])}}\iota\downarrow ism$ is introduced only aftel having defined
all the base ( $t11(non\downarrow(1^{\cdot}|)1\downarrow ic)$ types. The result is an
cxtended $(:alc\iota 1\iota sot\cdot 01)jo(;t$ whele we can $1\iota$ave poly-
$11101^{\cdot}])1\iota ictet\cdot\downarrow$ declarations, in the sense that a telln
call bc $clccla\iota\cdot c\backslash cl$ to $1_{1\dot{c}}\iota vc$ a ]) $oly\iota$)) $0\iota\cdot$ [) $hic$ type, and used
in a $p_{1}\cdot og\iota\cdot alt$) nrultiple times witlt different types, in-
stallces of the type of tltc declaled terln.
All tlle basic syntactic [) $\iota\cdot 0$ [) $e\iota$.ties of tbe monomor-
phic $systc\iota n$ extend to the $polymo\iota\cdot phic$ setting, in par-
ticular tbe subject leduction property and the exis-
tence of all algorithm to extract the principal typing
$ot$
. a term. Like in ML, the polymorphic system is
$s\cdot t\iota\cdot ictly$ inorc $gelle\iota_{c}\sqrt{}$ than its $\iota nonomo\iota\cdot phic$ counter-
$])a\iota\cdot t$ . in tlte sense $t1\iota$ at $thc\iota\cdot t^{\backslash }.ar\cdot c$ let $te\iota\cdot ms$ of the forin
let $X(x^{-})=P$ in $Q$ tllat call bc typed whereas the cor-
$1^{\cdot}t^{\backslash }.b])()\iota\iota di\iota\iota gte\iota\cdot\iota nwhe\iota\cdot eP$ is $slla\iota\cdot ed$ in $Q$ via variable
$X$ is not typable.
Following $[3, 10]$ , types are assigned to names, and
not to ploccsses, the latter being assigned multiple
nalnc-type ]) $airs$ , coustituting a typing for the process.
Types ale built froln $v_{\dot{c}}\iota\cdot iables$ by nleans of a single
constructor $[l_{1} : \check{\alpha}_{1}, \ldots l_{n} : \tilde{\alpha}_{\tau\iota}]$ , representing a name as-
sociatcd witb an object capable of receiving messages
labeled with $l_{i}$ carrying sequences of llames of types
$\tilde{\alpha}_{i}$ . for $1\leq i\leq n$ . A typing $\dot{e}tssignment$ systeln assigns
a type to cacll free nanie in a term, thus specifying
in so $\iota ne$ sense the $inte\iota\cdot f\cdot acc$. of tlre process. To describe
object,$\backslash \cdot$ about which we do not have complete informa-
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tion (e.g. when we only know part of their methods)
we use constraints on the types type variables lllay bc
substituted for, in the form of Ohori’s kinds [8].
The outline of the paper is as follows. $T1\iota e$ next sec-
tion introduces the basic calculus, and section 2 the
corresponding monomorphic type assignment system.
Then, section 3 introduces a form $oi$ let declaration in
the $c_{c}\sqrt culus$ , and section 4 the polymorphic type as-
signment system. Section 5 studies some of the prop-
erties of the typing systems, and based on the results
proposes a simplified system, which will be the basis $oi$
the typing inference algorithm to be described in Sec-
tion 6. Section 7 discusses and compares the present
calculus and its typing system to related systems. Fi-
nally, $tl\iota e$ last section concludes the paper.
1 The Basic Calculus
This section introduces the $b_{C}^{r}\iota sic$ calculus to the extent
needed for typing considerations. Since we are going
to need variables over terms any way, we $t\iota y$ a variant
of [11] where explicit $\iota\cdot ec\iota$ sion is $b$ uilt from variables
over terms. Structural congruence on $te\iota\cdot\iota$)$1\S$ catelb $io\iota$
equivalence over concrete syntax and, $togetl$ ) $Cl$ witl}
$1lOl\cdot lnal$ forms and message application, inake tbe $io\iota-$
mulation of the transition relation quite concise.
Syntax. Simple terms $Pa\iota e$ built fi $om$ an infinite
set of names $N$ , an infinite set of $tern$)$- va\iota ial$)[$csX$ and
a set of labels $L$ , by means of six constructors,
$a\triangleleft l$ (di)




rec $X(\tilde{v}).a\triangleright[l_{1}(\tilde{x}_{1}).P_{1} \ \cdots \ l_{n}(\tilde{x}_{71}).P_{n}]$
where $a,$ $b,$ $\ldots$ and $v,$ $x,$ $\ldots$ are names in $N;I^{\backslash }’,$ $.\grave{\iota},$ $\ldots$
are sequences of names in $N^{*};$ $X,$ $Y,$ $\ldots a\iota e$ tetlll-
variables in X; $l,$ $m,$ $\ldots a\iota e$ labels in $L$ and P. $Q,$ $\ldots$
are arbitrary terms in P. In an object of tlte from
$a\triangleright[l_{1}(\tilde{x}_{1}).P_{1} \ \cdots \ l_{n}(\tilde{x}_{n}).P_{n}]$ , we $\subset’\iota ssmn$( the namcs
in $\tilde{x}$ : and the labels $l$ . pairwise distinct, for $n\geq 0$ and
$1\leq i\leq n$ .
Intuitively, a term of the fo $\iota n$) $a\triangleleft l(v_{1}$ . . . $n_{71})$ de-
notes an asynchronous $\iota$)$\iota essage$ directed to $<tl1$ ob-
ject located at name $a$ , selecting a metbod labeled
with $l$ , and carrying a sequence of nautes $v_{1}\cdots v_{\iota}$
as actual parameters. Objects are $te\iota\iota ns$ of the $fo\iota\iota\downarrow\downarrow$
$a\triangleright[l_{1}(\tilde{x}_{1}).P_{1} \ \cdots \ l_{n}(\overline{x}_{n}).P_{n}]$ comprising an object
location or identifier $a$ and an unordered collection of
methods $l.(\tilde{x}_{i}).P_{1}$ . Object methods are identified by
a label $l$ and parameterized by a sequence of names
$\tilde{x}$ . Intuitively, a mcthod of $tl\iota e$ form $l(\tilde{x}).P$ matches
a $COlllltl\downarrow ic\subset\iota tionl(t^{\backslash }’)$ and bchaves as $P$ with occur-
$\iota c\iota tces$ of llan\iota es in $\grave{x}\iota e[$) $\downarrow acecl$ by those in It.
Scope rcstriction allows for local object creation
avoicling unwanted conununications with the exterior.
If $x$ is a name and $P$ is a term, then \langle $\nu x$ ) $P$ denotes tbe
restriction of $x$ to tlre scope defined by $P$ . Multiple
name lestrictions on a $te$rm $(\nu x_{1})\cdots\langle\nu x_{n}$ ) $P$ will be
written $(\nu\grave{x})P$ . A term of the form $P,$ $Q$ denotes the
$te\iota\cdot\iota))$ composed of $P$ and $Q$ running concurrently.
Intuitively, term-variables stand for terms. If $X$
is a $ter\ln$-variable representing a term $P$ with free
names $x_{1},$ $\ldots x_{n}$ , then $X(v_{1}\cdots v_{n})$ denotes the term
$P\{v_{1}\cdots v_{n}/x_{1}\cdots x_{n}\}$ , that is, the term $P$ with names
$x_{1},$ $\ldots x_{n}$ replaced by names $v_{1},$ $\ldots v_{n}$ . By allow-
ing $X$ to occur free in $P_{1},$ $\ldots P_{n}$ , the construc-
to $\iota$ rec $X(1^{\sim}’).a\triangleright[l_{1}(\grave{x}_{1}).P_{1} \ \cdots \ l_{\mathfrak{n}}(\tilde{x}_{n}).P_{n}]$ allows
for $\iota$ ecmsive object definition. For succinctness we
will often $w\iota ite$ rec $X(\overline{v}).P$ instead of the more ver-
bose $fo\iota\cdot tll$ rec $X(\grave{v})$ . $\iota\triangleright$ [ $l_{1}(\grave{x}_{1}).P_{1}$ $\ \cdots$ &ln(x\tilde n). $P_{n}$ ],
but one slIould keep in $1ni_{1}\iota c1$ that we only allow re-
cm sion over objects. Inaction is a convenient derived
constructor. Denoted by $0$ . it represents tbe process
which does nothing. and is defined as $(\nu x)x\triangleright[]$ . The
$lengtl\downarrow$ of tlie $sc(\downarrow tCl\downarrow(.$ (: of lta\iota \downarrow \downarrow (: $\backslash \grave{x}$ is denoted by $len(\tilde{x})$ ,
and the set of lta\iota )t( $soc\cdot ctlling$ in $\tilde{x}$ by {di}.
Semantics. Methods iu objects and scope restric-
tion are $t1\downarrow()$ binding $0$ [) $Cl\cdot ato\iota s$ in the $c_{\epsilon}\sqrt cu1\iota s$ . The set
of free $\tau$}($\iota rr’$ es in $te\iota mP$ , denoted $\mathcal{F}N(P)$ , is induc-
tively defined by the following $\iota\cdot\iota les^{1}$
$\mathcal{F}N(a\triangleleft l(\tilde{v}))$ $=$ $\{a\}\cup\{\tilde{v}\}$
$\mathcal{F}\mathcal{N}(a\triangleright[l_{1}(\tilde{x}_{1}).P_{1} \ \cdots \ l_{n}(\grave{x}_{n}).P_{n}])$ $=$
$\{a\}\cup F\mathcal{N}(P_{1})\backslash \{\grave{x}_{1}\}\cup\cdots\cup Ff!(P_{n})\backslash \{\tilde{x}_{n}\}$
$F\mathcal{N}((\nu x)P)$ $=$ $F\mathcal{N}(P)\backslash \{x\}$
$\mathcal{F}N(P, Q)$ $=$ $F\mathcal{N}(P)\cup F\mathcal{N}(Q)$
$\mathcal{F}\mathcal{N}(X(\tilde{v}))$ $=$ $\{^{-}’\}$
$F\mathcal{N}$ ( rec $X(\iota^{\backslash }’).P$ ) $=$ $\{t^{\sim}|\}\cup FN(P)$
A notion of substitu $t/071$ of free occurrences of name
$x$ by name $v$ in P. denoted $P[n/x]$ , is defined in the
usual way, and so is $\alpha- conve\iota\backslash ion$ . Also, whenever
$len(\tilde{0})=\iota_{(7},(\grave{\iota})$ and $tl\downarrow e11$ jtlnc: in di are all distinct,
$P\{\grave{v}/.\tilde{\iota}\}$ denotes $tl\iota e\iota es\iota lt$ of the simultaneo us replace-
me $\tau$) $t$ of free $oc(:m\iota$ enccs of $\grave{x}$ by $\grave{v}$ in $P$ (witb change
of $botl\downarrow$(} $11\lambda 111(\backslash .swl\downarrow e\iota en$($\backslash .CCb^{\backslash }b\dot{c}\iota y$ , as $us\iota_{c}\sqrt{}.$ )
There $i\backslash$ also a binding on term-nariables, namely,
$te\iota\cdot m- v\iota i_{C}\iota 1)1t^{\backslash }Xocc\cdot ms$ bound in rec $X(\tilde{v}).P$ . The
set of $f’(/eI)(\iota\tau\cdot i’\iota bles$ in $te\iota 1ltP$ , denoted $\mathcal{F}V(P)$ , is in-
1
$‘\backslash$ biuds tiglrtcr $tl\downarrow tlt\cup$ .
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ductively defined by the following rules.
$fV(a\triangleleft l(\overline{v}))$ $=$ $\emptyset$
$fV(a\triangleright[l_{1}(\tilde{x}_{1}).P_{1} \ \cdots \ l_{n}(\tilde{x}_{n}).P_{n}])$ $=$
$\mathcal{F}\mathcal{V}(P_{1})\cup\cdots\cup fV(P_{\iota})$
$\mathcal{F}\mathcal{V}((\nu x)P)$ $=$ $\mathcal{F}\mathcal{V}(P)$
$fV(P, Q)$ $=$ $fV(P)\cup fV(Q)$
$fV(X(\tilde{v}))$ $=$ {X}
$fV(recX(\tilde{v}).P)$ $=$ $\mathcal{F}V(P)\backslash \{X\}$
A $tel2n$ is said to be closed if it contains $no$ fi ee $va\iota$ i-
ables. Substitution of a term-variable $X$ by a tetlll $Q$
with free names $\tilde{x}$ , in a term $P$ , denoted by $P[Q/X]_{x}$
is the result $oi$ substituting $Q\{\grave{v}/\overline{x}\}$ for cvcly fiee oc-
currence of the form $X(\overline{v})$ in $P$ , and clxanging bound
variables to avoid capture of fi ee $va\iota i_{c}\iota bles$ . Tlte ]) $\iota eci_{b}e$
definition is by induction on $P$ and $1\iota olcls$ only $w1\iota$ en
$len(\tilde{x})=len(\tilde{v})$ , for all sub-ternns of $tl$) $efo\iota\cdot\iota nX(\grave{v})$ in
$P$ .
Structural congruence $p\iota ovi$cles for syntactic equiv-
alence over terms, simplifying the treatment $oi_{1}ed\iota c-$
tion. It is the smallest congruence lelation defined by
tlte following rules.
$P\equiv Q$ whenever $P\alpha$-convertible to $Q$
$P,$ $Q\equiv Q,$ $P$ and $P,$ $(Q, R)\equiv(P, Q),$ $R$
$a\triangleright$ [ $l(\tilde{x})$ . P&m(y). $Q$ ] $\equiv a\triangleright$ [ $\tau n$(y).Q&l $(x).P$ ]
$(\nu x)P,$ $Q\equiv(\nu x)(P, Q)wheneve\iota x\not\in F\mathcal{N}(Q)$
rec $X(\tilde{v}).P\equiv P[recX(\tilde{v}).P/X]_{v}$
Normal forms further simplify the $t\iota\cdot eattlleltt$ of $1C^{\text{ _{}-}}$
duction. Every closed term in $P$ can be $t\iota\cdot ansfo\iota\iota ned$
into an equivalent term of the $io\iota\iota n$ ,
$(\nu\tilde{u})(P_{1}, \ldots, P_{n\iota})$
for some $m\geq 0$ , where $P_{1},$ $\ldots P_{r\iota}$ denote $mcssagc90\iota$
objects.
Message application constitutes the basic $\iota necl\iota a-$
nism of the calculus, and represents the lccc])tioll of a
message by an object, followed by the selection of the
appropriate method, the substitution of the message
contents by the method’s $f_{01}\cdot n)_{C}\sqrt{}$ parameters, and the
execution of the method body. The application of the
communication l(v) of some message to a collection of
methods $[l_{1}(\tilde{x}_{1}).P_{1} \ \cdots \ l_{n}(\tilde{x}_{n}).P_{n}]$ is $defi\iota lecl$ by,
[ $l_{1}(\tilde{x}_{1}).P_{1}$ $\ \cdots\ l_{n}(\overline{x}_{n})$ . P..] $l(\tilde{v})arrow P_{\lambda}\{1^{-}|/X_{\lambda}^{\backslash }\}$
whenever $l=l_{k}$. $\in\{l_{1}, \ldots l_{n}\}$ and the $le\iota$ ) $gtl\downarrow s$ of $\overline{v}$ and
$\tilde{x}_{k}$. match.
Reduclion models the computing $mecl\downarrow\dot{\subset}\iota nisn$) $oitl\iota c$
calculus. By using struct $\iota r_{c}\sqrt{}$ congruence, normal
forms and message application, it can be concisely de-
fined. $0$ne-step reductio71, denoted $byarrow$ , is the small-
est relation generated by tlze following rules.
$\frac{P’\equiv PParrow QQ\equiv Q’}{P’arrow Q’}$
$\frac{M\cdot Carrow P}{t\nu\tilde{x})(0,a\triangleleft C,a\triangleright M,0’)arrow(\nu\overline{x})(\partial,P,\partial’)}$
where $\partial$ and $\partial’\iota ep\iota$ esent coltcl$\cdot$lent composition of
$n)essages$ and objects, $C$ is a connmunication of the
$i_{0111}1(\{\backslash ))$ and $M$ is a collection of lnethods $oi$ the $fo\iota m$
[ $l_{1}(\tilde{x}_{1}).P_{1}$ $\ \cdots$ &l,\iota (\mbox{\boldmath $\lambda$}\tilde ,\iota ). $P_{\iota}$ ]. The reduction relation
$arrow$ is the refiexive $\dot{\epsilon}\mathfrak{U}tcl$ transitive closure of one-step
$\iota$ eduction.
One of $t1_{1}e$ si $\iota nplest$ stateful objects is a buffer cell.
$S$ uch an object $1\iota\backslash s$. two $n$) $ctl\downarrow o(ls$ , read and write, in-
teuded to $\iota e\subset\backslash (l$ and wlite a value in the cell. Together
witl) a read $\iota eq\iota$cst $co\iota$)) $cs$ a naine intended to receive
the value the cell is holding. $He\iota e$ is a possible defini-
tion.
rec Cell( $s(’)$ . $s\triangleright[read(\tau\cdot)$ . $r\triangleleft value(v)$ , Cell(sv)&
write $(n)$ . $Cell(su)$ ]
2 Monomorphic Typing As-
signment
This section $int\iota$ oduces the notion of types for names,
a $systc\iota$ ) $\iota$ to $\subset\iota\backslash \backslash ig\iota\downarrow$ typings ( $i.\{:$ . sets of name-type pairs)
to $teln$) $\backslash$ and studies $\searrow 0$ }) $\iota eoi$ the $1$) $1^{\cdot}ope\iota$ ties of the typ-
ing system,
Types and Type Assignment. The set of
types $T$ is built fiom an infinite set of type-variables
V, by rneans of a single constmctor,
$[l_{1} : \grave{\alpha}_{1}, \ldots l_{n} : \grave{\alpha}_{71}]$
$whe\iota ec^{\backslash }\iota_{1}$ , . . $\zeta\tilde{p}_{\iota}a\iota e$ seqncnces of types in $T^{*}$ , and
$l_{1},$ $\ldots l_{n}ctc$ ]) $\iota i\iota$wise distinct labels in L. Informally,
an expression of the $fo\iota\cdot 1U[l_{1} : \overline{\alpha}_{1}, \ldots l_{n} ; \tilde{\alpha}_{n}]$ is intended
to denote some collection of names identifying objects
containing $n$ methods labeled with $l_{1},$ $\ldots l_{n}$ and whose
$a\iota g\iota$ments of lletl\iota od $l_{i}$ belong to types $\tilde{\alpha}_{i}$ .
$T_{1}/l)e$ assignment $io$ names are formulas $x:\alpha$ , for $x$
a name in $N$ and $\alpha$ a type in $T$ , where $x$ is called the
folllltla’s $sn$bject and $\alpha$ its predlcate. Typings are sets
of formnlas of the for 111 $\{x_{1} : c\nu_{1}, \ldots x_{\iota} : \alpha_{n}\}$ , where no
two $fo11\mathfrak{U}t1_{t}\iota\backslash$ lIave $tl$ } $es_{\dot{C}}\iota 1UG1\downarrow n\downarrow 1C^{\backslash }$ as subject. $\Gamma,$ $\Delta,$ $\ldots$
will denote typings.
We say typings $\Gamma$ and $\triangle$ are compatible, denoted
$\Gamma_{\wedge}^{\vee}\triangle$ , it $e11\downarrow(|$ only if,
$x:\alpha\in\Gamma$ and $x:\beta\in\triangle i_{111}plies\alpha=\beta$
Type as.siqnment to $term- nr\iota riables$ are formulas $X$ :
$\check{\alpha},$ $io\iota X$ a $te\iota tlt$ -variable and $\grave{\alpha}$ a sequence of types
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in T. Bases are sets of $io\iota\iota$) $\downarrow tl1_{\dot{C}}\iota soi$ the forin { $X_{1}$ :
$\tilde{\alpha}_{1},$ $\ldots X_{n}$ : $\overline{\alpha}_{n}$ } wbere no two formulas $1\downarrow ave$ the same
term-variable as subject. $B,$ $B’,$ $\ldots$ will range $ove\iota$
bases.
Kinds and Kind Assignment. Kinds de-
scribe constraints on the substitution of type variables.
The set of kinds $K$ is given by all expressions of the
$for\iota n$ ,
( $l_{1}$ : $\tilde{\alpha}_{1},$ $\ldots l_{\iota}$ : $\grave{\alpha}_{n}\rangle$
where $l_{1},$ $\ldots l_{n}$ are pairwise distinct labels in $L$ and
$\tilde{\alpha}_{1},$ $\ldots\tilde{\alpha}_{n}$ are sequellces of types in $T^{*}$ , for $n\geq 0$ .
$k,$ $k$ ‘, . . . will range over K.
Intuitively, a kind of the form $\langle l_{1} : \tilde{\alpha}_{1}, \ldots l_{n} : \overline{\alpha}_{n}\rangle$
denotes the subset of types containing (at least) the
components $l_{1}$ : $\tilde{\alpha}_{1},$ $\ldots l_{n}$ : $\overline{\alpha}_{7l}$ .
Every type variable must be assigned a kind. Kin $d$
assignments are expressions $t:k$ , for $t$ a type variable
and $k$ a kind. Kindings are acyclic sets of kind assign-
ments2 where no two assignments have the sanle type
variable as subject. $K,$ $K’,$ $\ldots$ will range over kind-
$i\iota lgs$ . We say a type $\alpha l$} $as$ a kind $k$ under a kin $l/n(/$
$K$ , denoted by $K\vdash\alpha:k$ , if and only if,
$K$ $\vdash[l_{1} : \tilde{\alpha}_{1}, \ldots l_{n} ; \overline{\alpha}_{n}, \ldots]$ ; \langle $l_{1}$ : $\grave{\alpha}_{1},$ $\ldots l_{n}$ : $\tilde{\alpha}_{n}$ }
$K\cdot t:\langle l_{1} : \tilde{\alpha}_{1}, \ldots l_{n} : \tilde{\alpha}_{n}, \ldots\rangle$ $\vdash t$ : { $l_{1}$ : $\grave{\alpha}_{1}$ , . . . $l_{n}$ : $\grave{\alpha}_{\iota}\rangle$
When $\tilde{\alpha}$ is the sequence $oi$ types $\alpha_{1}\cdots\alpha_{\iota}$ and $\grave{\lambda}$ is
the sequence of kinds $k_{1}\cdots k_{n}$ , we write $K\vdash\tilde{\alpha}$ : $\tilde{k}$ to
mean $K\vdash\alpha_{1}$ : $k_{1},$ $\ldots K\vdash\alpha_{\tau\iota}$ : $\lambda_{t}$ .
Typing Assignment to Terms. The fol-
lowing notation simplifies the $t_{1}eat_{lllel1}t$ of tbe typ-
ing assignment system. Let $\overline{x}=x_{1}\cdots x_{\iota}$ be a se-
quence of names, $\tilde{\alpha}=\alpha_{1}\cdots\alpha_{71}$ a sequence of $tyl$) $es$
and $\Gamma$ a typing. Then, $\{\tilde{x} : \grave{\alpha}\}$ denotes the typing
$\{x_{1} : \alpha_{1}, \ldots x_{n} : \alpha_{n}\}$ and $\Gamma\cdot\tilde{x}$ : $\grave{\alpha}$ denotes the typing
$\Gamma\cup\{\tilde{x} : \tilde{\alpha}\}$ , provided names in $\tilde{x}$ do not occur in $\Gamma$ .
Similarly, $B\cdot X:\tilde{\alpha}$ denotes the basis $B\cup\{X:\tilde{\alpha}\},$ $p\iota\cdot 0-$
vided the term-variable $X$ does not occur in basis $B$ .
Finally, $\Gamma/\tilde{x}$ denotes the typing $\Gamma$ with formulas with
subjects in $\tilde{x}$ removed.
We will write $K,$ $B\vdash P\Rightarrow\Gamma$ if the statement $P\Rightarrow$
$\Gamma$ is provable from kinding $Ka\iota$)($l$ basis $B$ , using the
rules and $axi_{01}ns$ of TA in figure 1. Wlzenever $K,$ $B\vdash$
$P\Rightarrow\Gamma$ for some kinding $K$ and basis $B$ and typing $\Gamma$ ,
we say $P$ is typable in TA, and call $tl\iota e$ pair $(K, \Gamma)$ a
well kinded-typing for $P$ (under basis $B$ ).
Whenever a term $P$ is typable, tbere exists a TA
derivation starting form a basis containing only $tl\downarrow e$
free variables of $P$ and producing a typing containing
only assignments on the free names of P. $IiB$ is a
$t:k,t,:^{\iota\backslash .a_{8}}k,uc1\iota thattcu\iota^{1\iota_{8}ti\S\iota cqt1Ot_{1}\iota ceoIe1_{8}\circ 1t1e\iota\iota\downarrow 8}i_{11}k_{j}\iota\iota\iota\iota 1i\iota\iota k_{1}2A.y.\iota\iota as\epsilon_{1^{\circ^{1\prime}C^{|8}}}$
for $n\geq 1$ .
[) $\iota si\backslash$ , let $B(P$ be the $1C^{\backslash }st\iota\cdot ictiot\downarrow$ of $B$ to the free vari-
ables of $P$ . We sltall call bases of this form P-bases.
Similarly, if $\Gamma$ is a typing, let $\Gamma(P$ be the restriction of
$\Gamma$ to $tl$) $e$ free names of P. $Ty1$) $i_{11}gs$ of this form shall
be $c\zeta\sqrt led$ P-typings.
Lemma 2.1 If $K,$ $B\vdash P\Rightarrow\Gamma$ . then every free vari.
able of $P$ appears in $B$ , every free name of $P$ appears
in $\Gamma,$ $a\tau$ } $d$ there is a derivation of $K,$ $BrP\vdash P\Rightarrow\Gamma(P$ .
Tbe following $Le111111_{C}\iota$ ensures tbat structural con-
gruent $tc\iota\cdot 11lb1\iota avet1\iota eS\lambda lne$ typings.
Lemma 2.2 If $K,$ $B$ $\vdash P\Rightarrow\Gamma$ and $P\equiv Q$ , then
$K,$ $B\vdash Q\Rightarrow\Gamma$ .
The following fundamental ]) $\iota$ operty of the type as-
signment system TA cllstes that the typing of a term
does not change as it is reduced and is closely related
witlz $tl\iota c$ lack of $m1\iota ti_{11}\iota eer\iota\cdot 0\iota s$ .
Theorem 2.3 (Subject Reduction)
If $K,$ $B\vdash P\Rightarrow\Gamma t7ldParrow Q.$ then $K,$ $B\vdash Q\Rightarrow\Gamma$ .
Noticc $t1\iota_{t}\iota t$ the converse of $s$ ubject-reduction does
not hold, since non typable terms can be reduced to
typable ones (e.g. $a\triangleleft l(a),$ $(\iota\triangleright[l(x).0]arrow 0)$ , and also
because fiee-names $ltl\zeta\iota y$ be lost in the course of re-
duction ( $e.g.$ $\vdash 0\Rightarrow\psi$ and $c\iota\triangleleft l(v),$ $a\triangleright[l(x).0]arrow 0$
$b$ ut $\mathcal{F}n\triangleleft l((),$ $(\iota\triangleright[l(\cdot\iota\cdot)0]\Rightarrow\emptyset)$ . Also due to tbe loss
$oii\iota ee\iota\downarrow al\Pi Cb$ during $\iota$ eductioll, $iiK,$ $B$ $\vdash P\Rightarrow\Gamma$ ,
$Parrow Q,$ $\iota\downarrow(tK,$ $B\vdash Q\Rightarrow\triangle$ , then $\triangle(Q\subseteq\Gamma(P$ .
A consequence $oit1\iota es$ubject-reduction property
is that $t)_{\zeta}\iota 1|e1$) $\iota ogr\iota 111\searrow$ will not run into type
$e1^{\cdot}1OlS$ $c1mi_{1}\downarrow b$) execution. We say $P$ contains a
possible $r\cdot\cdot n$ ntirn $c^{J}er;0’$ , and $w\iota iteP$ $\in$ ERR, if
$t1\iota ere$ exists a $te\iota\cdot\iota n$ $Q$ such $tl$ ) $at$ $P$ $arrow$ $Q$ $\equiv$
$(\nu\dot{u})(\partial.a\triangleleft l(\grave{v}), a\triangleright[l_{1}(\tilde{x}_{1}).P_{1} \ \cdots \ l_{n}(\overline{x}_{n}).P_{n}], \partial’)$
aud $[l_{1}(\grave{x}_{1}).P_{1} \ \cdots \ l_{n}(\grave{\iota}_{n}).P_{n}]\cdot l(\tilde{v})$ is not defined;
that is, $citl\iota er1\not\in\{l_{1}, \ldots 1_{\tau}\}$ or else $l=l_{\lambda}\in\{l_{1}, \ldots l_{n}\}$
$b\iota\iota tler\}((\sim’)\neq lcn(\grave{x}_{k})$ .
Corollary 2.4 (Lack of runtime errors)
If $P$ is $t_{l}/$pable, then $P\not\in ERR$ .
$Coll\backslash ic[\backslash$. the bufter cell at the end of the previous
section. Since $\iota metl\iota((lwr|te$ expects a name of any type
$t$ (the type $oi$ thc valuc tlte cell holds), and method read
expects a $na\iota ne$ capable of receiving at least a message
of type value : $t$ , a well kinded-typing for the cell is
given by,
( $\{t$ : \langle }, $u$ : \langle value: $t\}\},$ $\{\backslash \cdot$ : [read: $u$ , write: $t],$ $v:t\}$ )
Then, substituting $uio\iota$ the type [value: $t$ , print: $\alpha$ ]
we have $t1\downarrow_{\zeta}\iota t$ .
{ $s$ : [read: [value: $t$ , print: $\alpha]$ , write: $t],$ $v:t$ }
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MSG $\frac{K,B\vdash\beta:\{l:\grave{\alpha}\}}{K,B\vdash a\triangleleft l(\grave{v})\Rightarrow\{\overline{v}:\tilde{\alpha},a:\beta\}}$ $(\{(\iota:\beta\}\wedge\vee\{\dot{v}:\tilde{\alpha}\})$
OBJ $\frac{K.’.B\vdash P_{1}\Rightarrow\Gamma_{\mathfrak{i}}\cdot\tilde{x}_{i}:\tilde{\alpha}_{i}}{K,B\vdash a\triangleright[l_{1}(\tilde{x}_{1}).P_{1}\ \cdot\ l_{n}(\tilde{x}_{\tau}).P_{n}]\Rightarrow\{a:[l_{1}:\tilde{\alpha}_{1},\ldots l_{n}:\grave{\alpha}_{\iota}]\}\bigcup_{i}\Gamma|}$ $(\{a:[l:\tilde{\alpha_{1}}, \ldots l_{n}:\tilde{\alpha}]\}_{\wedge}\Gamma^{\vee}\Gamma_{i},1\leq^{n}i,j^{\vee}\leq^{\Gamma_{n^{i})}}$
$s_{COP}$ $\frac{K,B\vdash P\Rightarrow\Gamma}{K,B\vdash(\nu x)P\Rightarrow\Gamma/x}$ $coNC$ $\frac{K,B\vdash P\Rightarrow\Gamma K,B\vdash Q\Rightarrow\triangle}{K,B\vdash P,Q\Rightarrow\Gamma\cup\triangle}$ $(\Gamma_{\wedge}^{\vee}\Delta)$
VAR $K,$ $B\cdot X:\overline{\alpha}\vdash X(\overline{v})\Rightarrow\{\tilde{v}:\tilde{\alpha}\}$ REC $\frac{IC,B\cdot X:\tilde{\alpha}\vdash P.\Rightarrow\Gamma\cdot\overline{v}.:\tilde{\alpha}}{K_{\backslash }B\vdash recX(\tilde{v})P\Rightarrow\Gamma\tilde{v}:\overline{\alpha}}$
WEAK $\frac{K,B\vdash P\Rightarrow.\Gamma}{IC_{\backslash }B\vdash P\Rightarrow\Gamma x:\alpha}$
$Fig_{11}e1$ ; Monomorphic typing assignmen $t$ system
is also a well-typing for the cell. $Howeve\iota,$ $tl\iota e$ typing,
{ $s;$ [read: [value: $t],$ $wr|te;t,$ think; $u],$ $\downarrow:t$ }
is not acceptable since it wonlcl allow us to compose
Cell$(sv)$ with $s\triangleleft th|nk(x)$ , which would surely $\iota$ un into
a type error.
3 Term Declaration
This section introduces a $fo\iota\cdot nl$ of terin $decla\iota$ ation in
the bas$ic$ calculus. In $pa\iota tic\iota lar$ , we obtain a $iol\cdot ltl$ of
object class declaration from which [) $a\iota\cdot ticu1_{\subset}\iota$ objects
can be instantiated.
Syntax. The set $P_{let}$ is built by adding to the
syntax of $P$ in section 1 the following coustructor.
let $X(\tilde{x})=P$ in $Q$
where $X$ does not occur free in $P$ and the names in $\overline{x}$
are distinct and constitute exactly the free names of
$P$ . A declaration of this form allows to clefine a teun
$P$ once and use it several $tiu$) $es$ in $Q$ , each one witlt
different instance names.
Semantics. We now $1\iota ave$ oue $mo\iota e|$) $i_{1}\iota ding$ on
names, namely, let $X(\tilde{x})=P$ in $Q$ biuds ltan\iota es $\{\tilde{x}\}$
in $P,$ $w1_{1}ich$ justifies extending $tl\downarrow e$ dcfinition of $i\iota$ ee
names with the following rule.
$FN$(let $X(\tilde{x})=P$ in $Q$ ) $=$ $\mathcal{F}N(Q)$
Notions of free and bound names, substitution and
simultaneous substitution, as well as $\alpha$-conversion ex-
tend easily. We also have one more binding on $te\iota\iota n-$
variables, namely, the $te\iota\cdot m- va\iota i_{\dot{e}}\iota bleX$ occms bound
in let $X(\tilde{x})=P$ in $Q,$ $fio\ln$ wbich we extend tbe dcf-
inition of free variables in a term with the following
rule.
$\mathcal{F}\mathcal{V}$ (let $X(\overline{x})=P$ in $Q$ ) $=\mathcal{F}V(P)\cup f\mathcal{V}(Q)\backslash \{X\}$
$T1\downarrow c$ semantics $oitl\downarrow c\iota\downarrow ewconstr\iota ctor$ is accounted
$io\iota$ by an $t(1(litiotlalm1e$ in tbe definition of structural
$co\iota\iota g\iota\iota\iota e\iota\downarrow cc$ .
let $X(\tilde{x})=P$ in $Q$ $\equiv$ $Q[P/X]_{\dot{x}}$
$Nor11)_{C}\sqrt io11ns$ can be $1$) $\iota\cdot ovecl$ to exist for closed terms
in $P_{lct}$ , and so the reduction $\iota$ elation defined in sec-
tion 1 applies to terms in $P_{let}$ as well.
We now $tlt\iota yelccla\iota c$ the class of buffer cell objects,3
letrec $C\prime^{z}ll(6(l)=s\triangleright[read(7^{\cdot})$ . $7^{\cdot}\triangleleft value(v)$ , Cell(sv)&
$wr\downarrow te(u)$ . $Cell(su)$ ] $\cdots$
and instantiate two cells: one holding an integer, the
otlter $1_{1}oIcling$ a boolean value,
. . . in $t\nu t$ ) $(True(t), Cell(bt)),$ $(\nu f)(5(f), Cell(nf))$
for $son\iota e$ tcrn)-variables True and 5. But we can do
more $t1\iota antl\iota is$ : we can bave objects with different
methods waiting for $\iota c_{1}$ )[ $iesflo\ln$ read requests (as long
as the $nletl\downarrow oels$ include one labeled with value), as in,
$b\triangleleft read(r),$ $7^{\cdot}\triangleright$ [$value(x)$ . P&print(y). $Q$],
$71\triangleleft read(\tau’),$ $r’\triangleright$ [ $value(.\iota)$ . $P’$ &status(z). $R$]
4 Polymorphic Type Assign-
ment
This section introduces an extension of the monomor-
pbic typing $f\iota ssig\iota\downarrow 1\downarrow 1C^{\backslash }1\iota tsystc\iota$ ) $\downarrow$ by allowing kinded ab-
straction and kinded $\subset t$ [)[)$licatioll$ over sequences of
types.
3 letrec $X(\overline{x})$ $=$ $P$ in (, is $s1\iota ort$ for let $X\langle\overline{x}$ ) $=$
rec $X(\tilde{a}).P$ in $Q$
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Types for Terms. Types for terms fall into two
classes, corresponding to $(monomo\iota\cdot pl\iota ic)$ sequences of
types for names and polymorpltic types constrncted
using $\forall$. Following Mitchell [7] and the $te\iota\cdot lni\iota$ ) $ology$ of
Martin-L\"of’s type theory [9], we will call these $c1_{\dot{\zeta}}\iota s$ses
universes.
The first universe $U_{1}$ is the set of all (finite) se-
quences of simple types. Greek letters $\tau,$ $\tau’$ will range
over $U_{1}$ . The second universe $U_{2}$ contains $\zeta\sqrt{}$] types in
the first universe, as well as polymorphic types built
from kinded abstraction on type-variables $\forall t$ : $k.\sigma$ ,
wbere $\sigma,$ $\sigma’,$ $\ldots$ range over $U_{2}$ .
As a consequence of the definition, universal quan-
tifiers may only occur at the top level $oi$ types. A
polymorphic type of the form $\forall t_{1}$ : $k_{1}$ . $\cdots\forall t_{\tau\iota}$ : $k_{\iota}.\tau$ will
often be written $\forall t_{1}$ : $k_{1}\cdots t_{n}$ : $k_{\iota}.\tau$ or simply, $\forall\grave{t}:\tilde{k}.\tau$ .
We say a $U_{2}$ type $\forall\tilde{t}:\grave{k}.\tau$ is closed $ii\{\tilde{t}\}$ contains all
type variables in $\tau$ .
Typings for terms may now be extended to tbe sec-
ond universe. We have seen that a typing of the form
$\{x_{1} : \alpha_{1}, \ldots x_{n} : \alpha_{n}\}$ may be written as $\tilde{x}$ : $\tilde{\alpha}$ (we
drop the braces here), by making $\overline{x}=x_{1}\cdots x_{n}$ and
$\tilde{\alpha}=\alpha_{1}\cdots\alpha_{n}$ . This allows to abstract $tl\iota e$ typing on
some type-variable $t$ constrained by some kind $k$ , to
obtain a typing $\tilde{x}:\forall t:k.\tilde{\alpha}$ of the second universe.
Polymorphic Type Assignment. We will
write $K,$ $B\vdash_{\forall}P\Rightarrow\Gamma$ if statement $P\Rightarrow\Gamma$ is provable
from typing $K$ and basis $B$ using tlie $\dot{c}\iota xioll\downarrow bm(1tl\iota e$
rules of the system $TA_{\forall}$ below.
The polymorphic type assig717’ en $tsy6$ tcrn $TA_{\forall}$ is de-
fined by the rules in figure 1, togetlter $witl\iota$ tbe follow-
ing ones,
LET $\frac{K,B\vdash P\Rightarrow\tilde{x}:\sigma K,B\cdot X:\sigma\vdash Q\Rightarrow\Gamma}{K,B\vdash 1etX(\overline{x})=PinQ\Rightarrow\Gamma}$
$\forall- INTRo\frac{K\cdot t:k\cdot,B\vdash P\Rightarrow\overline{x}:\sigma}{K,B\vdash P\Rightarrow\grave{x}:\forall t:k.\sigma}$ ( $t$ not $i\iota$ ee in $B$ )
$\forall$-ELIM $\frac{K,B\vdash P\Rightarrow\grave{x}:\forall t:k.\sigma K\vdash\alpha:k}{K,B\vdash P\Rightarrow\tilde{x}:\sigma[\alpha/t]}$
where $\sigma[\alpha/t]$ denotes the $U_{2}$ type obtained by replac-
ing each variable $t$ in $\sigma$ by type $\alpha$ . Furthermore, in
rule VAR, $\tilde{\alpha}$ should be replaced by $\sigma$ .
All the properties of TA discussed in section 2 eas-
ily extend to $TA_{\forall}^{4}$ in particular the subject-led $\iota ctiou$
property, which implies that all ternxs in $P_{let}$ that lllay
be assigned a polymorphic types will not ru $n$ into er-
rors at execution time.
4Particular care $\iota uust$ be taken witlt let-processes. Iu fact,
let $X(\tilde{x})=P$ in $Q$ and $Q[P/X]_{\tilde{x}}$ only bave tbe $sa\iota\downarrow\downarrow e$ typings
$wl\iota ellP$ occurs in $Q$ , for else, if $P$ is uot typable, $t]_{1}e$ expanded
process may be typable but tbe let-process uot.
Consider $tl\iota e$ buffer cell at the end of Section 2. By
applying rule $\forall$-INTRO twice we obtain the typing,
$sv$ : $\forall t:\langle\rangle,$ $u$ : \langle value: $t$ }. [read: $u$ , write: $t$ ] $t$
and then, from ba.sis $B=$ {True: Bool, 5 : $Nat$}, for
some types Bool and $Nat$ , we have that the letrec
$ter\iota n$ at $tl\iota e$ end of $t1_{1}e$ previous section has a typing
$cont_{c}’\iota i\iota\iota i_{1l}g$,
{ $b$ : [read: [value: Bool, print: $\alpha]$ , write: Bool],
$n$ : [read: [value: $Nat$ , status: $\beta]$ , write: $Nat$ ]}
for so $\iota ne$ types $\alpha$ and $\beta$ .
5 A Simpler System
In tltis section we study $\forall O111C$ properties $oi$ calculi $P$
aud $P_{let}$ and their typing assigm nent systems TA and
$TA_{\forall}$ , which will eventually lead to the formulation of a
simpler [) $oly_{1}no\iota\cdot p1_{1}ic$ typing assignment system, suit-
able to derive a simple algorithm to extract the prin-
$ci_{1})_{\zeta}\sqrt{}$ typing $oi$ a process.
System $TA_{\forall}$ versus System TA. As it hap-
pens $i_{1}\downarrow$ ML, closed $tt$ ) $rltlb$ (possibly containing let-
declaratious) $l\iota\dot{\iota}v([)01y_{111}o\iota$ phic typings if and only if
they $1\downarrow clVe$ $\iota\downarrow\iota 0\iota\downarrow 0\iota n(1$pbic typiiigs.
Lemma 5.1 Let $P$ be a $clo.\backslash edtc^{J}rm$ in $P_{\mathfrak{l}et}$ . Th $ere$ is
$uU_{2}tyl)/m/fo\prime P$ if and only if $Pl|$ as a $U_{1}$ typing.
Proof: $(\Rightarrow)$ We $p\iota ove$ by induction on the length of
$de\iota$ ivations $t1)_{\zeta}\iota t$ if K. $B$ $\vdash_{\forall}P\Rightarrow\tilde{x}$ : $\forall\tilde{t}$ : $\tilde{k}.\tau$ then
K. $B$ $\vdash_{\forall}P\Rightarrow\tilde{\iota}$ : $\tau$ . Rules MSG, OBJ, CONC and
REC are only dchnccl for $U_{1}$ typings. $Wl$) $en$ the last
rule is $\forall$-INTRO or $\forall$-ELIM, use $\forall$-ELIM as many times
as needed to obtain a $U_{1}ty$ [) $il\downarrow g$ . Since $X(\overline{v})$ is not a
closed $tt\rangle$ $11lt$ , the $1C11)_{C}\iota i\downarrow\downarrow i\iota\iota ginCC1^{\cdot}C^{\backslash }sting$ case is LET. So
assu $\Pi 1t^{\backslash }K,$ $B\vdash_{\forall}P\Rightarrow\grave{x}:\sigma$ and $K,$ $B\cdot X:\sigma\vdash_{\forall}Q\Rightarrow\Gamma$,
for $\Gamma$ a $U_{2}$ typing. $T1\downarrow e$ induction hypothesis is that
$K,$ $B\vdash_{\forall}P\Rightarrow\grave{x}$ : $\tau$ and $K,$ $B\cdot X:\sigma\vdash_{\forall}Q\Rightarrow\Delta$ , for
$\triangle$ a $U_{1}$ typing. The $\iota$ esult follows by rule $\forall$-INTRO
followed by LET.
$(\Leftarrow)$ A $U_{1}$ basis $is\subset\sqrt{}\iota\cdot e_{\dot{e}}\iota cly$ a $U_{2}$ basis. $0$
There $ale$ however ternis in $P_{let}$ (and in P) which
have typings in $U_{2}$ bu $t$ not in $U_{1}$ . Examples are terms
$wl\iota ere$ a free variable $X$ occurs twice with different
types, instances of soine type $\sigma$ , with $X:\sigma$ in the $U_{2}$
basis.
Also $si_{111}ila\iota\cdot 1y$ to $wl\downarrow\iota t$ happens iu ML, let-terms
cam be expanded thus $co\iota$)$lpletely$ eliminating the need
for let-declarations. In onr case, let-term are ex-
panded $\subset\iota cco\iota$ ding to the structural congruence rule
let $X(\tilde{x})=P$ in $Q\equiv Q[P/X]_{x}$ , yielding terms with
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the same typings, providecl $Pocc\iota\iota s$ in Q. $T1\iota e$ follow-
ing Lemma follows directly $fi_{0l}ntl\iota e$ fact that struc-
tural congruent processes have $tl$) $e$ same typings (but
see footnote 4.)
Lemma 5.2 Let $P$ be a term in $P_{let}$ and let $P’$ be its
let-expanded counterpart. Then,
$K,$ $B\vdash_{\forall}P\Rightarrow\Gamma\Leftrightarrow K,$ $B\vdash_{\forall}P’\Rightarrow\Gamma$
Recursion versus Replication. It is wcll
known that explicit recursion call be $eli_{1}ni\iota)_{\dot{(}}\iota ted$ in fa-
vor of replication (cf. [5].) A replicatcd object $oi$ the
form $!P$ is meant to denote an unbounded $111\downarrow|$ ) $eroi$
copies of $P$ , captured by the $stmct\iota\cdot al\cot\downarrow gmc\iota$) $ce\iota t\iota le$
$!P\equiv P,$ $!P$ . A recursive object rec $X\{\overline{v}$ ) $.P$ can be
transformed into a replicated object of the ftl ll,
$(\nu c)(c\triangleleft recur(\overline{v}), !c\triangleright[recur(\grave{v}). P’])$
where $c\not\in F\mathcal{N}(P)$ and $P’$ is obtained fi $0\iota nP$ by lc-
placing free occurrences of $X(\tilde{u})|)yc\triangleleft recur(\overline{u}).r$
In this way we can replace terms $oitl\downarrow efor\ln$
$recX(\tilde{v}).P$ by their replicated $fo\iota\cdot\iota 11S$ . The $co\iota$ re-
sponding typing assiglllnent system $TA_{1\forall}$ is obtained
by replacing in $TA_{\forall}$ , rule REC by rule REPL below.
REPL $\frac{K,B\vdash P\Rightarrow\Gamma}{K,B\vdash!P\Rightarrow\Gamma}$
On the other hand, replication may be $eli_{111}inatcc1$
in favor of recursion. For exalllple, a replicated $te\iota\cdot\iota 11$
$!P$ can be transformed into,6
$(\nu c)$ ( $c\triangleleft rep1$ , rec $X(c)$ . $c\triangleright[repl$ . $P,$ $c\triangleleft repl,$ $X(c)]$ )
It is then easy to see that systems $TA_{\forall}$ and $TA_{!\forall}$ are
equivalent in $tl\iota e$ following sense.
Lemma 5.3 Let $P$ be a term in $P_{lct}$ and let $P’$ be its
replicated counterpart. Then,
$K,$ $B\vdash_{\forall}P\Rightarrow\Gamma\Leftrightarrow K,$ $B\vdash_{!\forall}P’\Rightarrow\Gamma$
Proof: $(\Rightarrow)$ Replace in tlte deduction $oi$ rec $X(\tilde{v}).P$
occurrences of $K,$ $B\cdot X$ : $\tilde{\alpha}$ $\vdash X(\tilde{u})\Rightarrow$ $\{$ \‘u : $\grave{\alpha}\}$ [)$y$
$K,$ $B$ $\vdash c\triangleleft recur(\tilde{u})\Rightarrow$ { $\grave{u}$ : $\tilde{\alpha},$ $c$ : [recur: $\grave{\alpha}]$ }. Since $c$ is
not free in $P$ we have a deduction $oiK,$ $B\vdash_{!\forall}P’\Rightarrow$
$\Gamma\cdot\tilde{v}:\overline{\alpha}\cdot c$ : [recur: $\tilde{\alpha}$ ]. $T1\iota e1^{\cdot}es$ult follows by $1t\iota|t^{\iota}9$ ODJ,
REPL, CONC and SCOP, in this $0\iota$ der.
$(\Leftarrow)$ Suppose $K,$ $B$ $\vdash_{!\forall}!P’\Rightarrow\Gamma$. $T1$) $eI\downarrow$ we $1\downarrow\dot{\subset}\iota ve$ a
deduction of $K,$ $B\vdash P\Rightarrow\Gamma$ an $d\downarrow 1C11CG$ one of $K,$ $B$ .
$X$ : [repl : $\epsilon$ ] $\vdash P\Rightarrow\Gamma$ , where $\epsilon$ denotes tbe empty
sequence of types. The result follows from the fact
that $K,$ $B$ $\vdash c\triangleleft repl\Rightarrow$ { $c$ : [repl : $\epsilon]$ } and $K,$ $B$ $\vdash$
$\overline{s_{Labelrecuris,ofcourse,\backslash rbit\downarrow a\downarrow y}}$ .
$6Terlll$ rec $X.(X, P)$ is not a valid term of tlie $c\iota lc\iota t[t\aleph$ .
$X(c)REC,$ $c_{oNC}\Rightarrow\{c :[rep^{1}\epsilon]\},$ $i_{1\downarrow t1\iota i\backslash 0\iota c1e1}^{by\iota\iota\iota 1c\backslash Co.NC}$ ’
CONC,
$OBJ\square$’
A Simpler Polymorphic System. Al-
though $eq\iota iv_{e}\iota 1ent$ to $TA_{\forall}$ for closed terms, system TA
cannot $de_{c}\sqrt wit1\iota tet\cdot\ln swe\iota e$ fi ee variables occur with
different types, instances $oiSO11$) $e$ polymorphic type.
For we often want to be able to type open terms, we
define a $si_{\ln_{1)}}1er$ calculus together with a simpler poly-
$11101$ [) $1\iota$ ic typing ($\iota ssig\iota\downarrow mentsyste\iota n$ equivalent to $TA_{\forall}$ ,
based on the above $\iota\cdot es\iota lts$ .
$Te\iota t11S$ of the $\sin$) $plified$ calculus $p_{!}$ are obtained
fi $Ol1P$ by $\iota$ eplacing tlze $co1$ } $st_{1}\cdot\iota cto\iota$ rec $X(\tilde{v}).P$ by
!P. $Ex_{1)}1i_{t}$ it $\iota ccu\iota si_{VC^{\backslash }}1$ )} $o(e\backslash \searrow es$ will be $co\iota npiled$ into
$lC|)]ic\iota tion$ tln ough tlIc $1lt$ ) $t\downarrow\downarrow o(1$ (lcsclibed above. Let-
$clcc1_{\epsilon}\iota\cdot ati_{011\}$ will be $CX$ ]) $ett\downarrow([\backslash$. according to the rule in
the $sCtttctm\cdot\dot{\subset}\iota 1$ congruence. The $cor\iota$ esponding poly-
$n)0\iota pl\downarrow ic$ typing $’\iota ssig\iota|\iota$ )) $e\iota\downarrow t$ system $TA_{\forall^{l}}$ is obtained
fion] TA $|$ )$y1\langle 1$ [)[$acingm1e$ REC by rule REPL and by
$)c])1aci_{1}\iota g$ rule VAR by } $\iota 1eVAR\forall$ below.
$v_{AR_{\forall}}$
$\frac{K\vdash c^{-}\iota:\overline{k}}{K_{\backslash }B\cdot X:\forall\grave{t}\cdot k.\tau\vdash X(\tilde{v})\Rightarrow\tilde{v}:\tau\{\overline{\alpha}/\grave{t}\}}$
Since we don’t ltave $m\downarrow_{(}\backslash \forall$-INTRO anymore we
$s1\iota$onld $stal\cdot C$ deductions in $TA_{\forall}$ , witlz closed bases, that
is, bases $witl\downarrow$ closed ])$lC(1icates$ . Then we have the
$iollowi_{1}\downarrow g$ equivalcnce les\iota lt between the polymorphic
$systel\eta TA\dot{(}\iota 11(1$ its simplified form $TA_{\forall}’$ .
Theorem 5.4 Let $P$ be a term in $P_{let}$ term and let $P’$
in $P_{!}$ be its replicated. let-expanded counterpart. Let
$B$ be a closed $b(\prime sis$ a $nd\Gamma$ a $U_{1}$ typing. Then,
$K,$ $B\vdash_{\forall}P\Rightarrow\Gamma\Leftrightarrow K,$ $B\vdash_{\forall’}P’\Rightarrow\Gamma$
Proof: $(\Rightarrow)$ (Outline) $W1\downarrow cn$ the last rule is $\forall$-ELIM
wc follow $\uparrow$ ]) $C(1e\iota iv_{t}\iota$tion $b\iota(:kw_{c}\iota$ ds until we find a rule
other $tl\downarrow al\iota\forall$-INTRO ( $1^{\cdot}\forall$-ELIM. $Iit1\iota$ is rule is VAR, the
lcstlt follows by rule $V_{AR_{\forall}}$ with $a\iota\iota$ adequate choice of
$\grave{\alpha}$ . $Othc\iota wi\backslash c$ the $\iota e\backslash \iota lt$ follows by a simple induction
on $tl\iota c$ structure $oi$ deductions. with help from Lem-
$m\iota s5.3it1\downarrow d5.2$ .
$(\Leftarrow)$ A $si\iota\downarrow\iota$ ]) $\downarrow c$ induction on the structure of deductions
by using Lennnas 5.3 and 5.2. $0$
6 Principal Typings and Typ-
ing Inference
$Tl\iota is$ section $int\iota\cdot ocluces$ a notion $oi$ principal typings,
from which all typings that make a process well-typed
can be derived. $TltGlI$ we $p\iota\cdot csent$ an algorithm to ex-
tract tlte principal typing of a process, together with
a $p\iota\cdot 0$of $oi$ its correctness witl] respect to tbe typing
assignment system $TA_{\forall^{J}}$ . $Alt1\iota 0\iota g1\iota$ there is an algo-
$\iota\cdot itl\iota n)$ which $inc\iota\cdot eme1\downarrow t_{\dot{e}}\iota 11y$ builds a typing for a process
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in $P_{let}$ , in the style of Danxas and Milner [1], $tl$) $e$ one
presented here is much simpler and so is $tl\iota e$ proof of
its correctness.
The algorithm is a simple extension of $tl\iota at$ in [11],
whiclz in turn is based on $tl\iota at$ of $V_{\dot{\zeta}}\iota sconcelos$ and
Honda [10] for $tl\iota e$ polyadic $\pi- c_{e}\sqrt c\iota$ }[ $us$ , and on $tl\downarrow at$
of Wand [12] for the $\lambda$-calculus.
Principal Kinded Typings. A substitution
on types is a mapping $s$ : $Varrow T$ from type variables
to types. Such a substitution can be $e’<lsily$ extended
to types, typings and kinds. Following [8], a kin $ded$
substitution is a pair $(K, s)$ composed of a kinding $K$
and a substitution $s$ . We say a kinded substitution
$(K’, s)$ respects a kinding $Kii$ and only $iiK’\vdash st:sk$
whenever $t:k\in K$ .
A kinded substitution $(K, s)$ is more gen eral tban
$(K’, r)$ if there is a substitution $u$ such that $r=$ tt $\backslash \eta$
and $(K’, u)$ respects $K$ .
A kinded set of equatio $7lS$ is a [)$air(K, E)co\iota n_{1})(scc1$
of a kinding $K$ and a set $oi$ equations of the ioml
$\alpha=\beta$ , for $\alpha$ and $\beta$ types in T. We say a kinded
substitution $(K, s)$ is a $u71$ ificr $oi(K’, E)$ if and only if
$(K, s)$ respects $K’$ and $s\alpha=s\beta,$ $io\iota$ all $\zeta f=\beta\in E$ .
Theorem 6.1 (Kinded uniflcation [8]) Th $ere$
is an algorithm which, $gite71$ any kinded set of cqua-
tions, computes a most gener$nl$ unifier if it exists. $ar\prime\prime l$
reports failure otherwise.
We say that a kinded typing $(K’, \triangle)$ is an $i$nsta71 ce
of $(K, \Gamma)$ (or alternatively that $(K, \Gamma)$ is $mo\tau ege7l$ eral
than $(K’, \Delta))$ if there is a substitution $s$ such that
$(K’, s)$ respects $K$ and $s\Gamma\subseteq\triangle$ . One $im$ ]) $0\iota$ tant fact
about instances is that $eve\iota y$ instance $oi_{C}’\iota w(\backslash .[1y1)$
is also a well-typing.
Lemma 6.2 If $K,$ $B$ $\vdash_{\forall}P\Rightarrow\Gamma$ and $(K’, \triangle)$ is $a$ 71
instance of $(K, \Gamma)$ , then $K’,$ $B\vdash_{\forall}P\Rightarrow\triangle$ .
All well-typings for a given process $alC$ instances $oi$
its principal kinded iyping. We say a kinded typing
$(K, \Gamma)$ is principal for a process $P\iota\iota\iota efe\iota$ basis $B$ if
and only if,
$i$ . $K,$ $B\vdash_{\forall}P\Rightarrow\Gamma$ , and
ii. $iiK’,$ $B\vdash_{\forall}P\Rightarrow\triangle$ , then $(K’, \triangle)$ is $altin\backslash tanc\epsilon^{\iota}$
of $(K, \Gamma)$ .
It should be obvious $tl$){$t$ the principal typing of a
process, when it exists, is unique up to renaming $oi$
type variables, and that it contauins exactly the free
names in the process.
Theorem 6.3 (Existence of principal typings)
If $P$ is typable $tl\iota en$ there exists a $princi_{l)}alki_{71}dedty \int$) $-$
$ing$ for P. It can be effectively computed.
The Algorithm. The algorithm builds from a
$b_{\zeta}\gamma s$ is $B_{0}\prime u\iota d$ a process $P_{0}$ witlr recursive terms com-
piled into $\iota e[)]icatio\iota]$ and let declarations expanded,
and with all bound names renamed to be distinct, a
typing and a kinded set of equations to be submitted
to the kinded unification $p\iota$ ocedure.
$S$ uppose the $\dot{(}\iota lgolit\downarrow ltn$ to be described produces a
typing $\Gamma_{0}$ and a kinded set of equations $(K, E)$ , and use
kinded unification on $tl$) $e$ set of equations. If $(K’, s)$
is a unifier $oi(K, E),$ $t1\downarrow C11s\Gamma_{0}$ is a well-typing for $P_{0}$
under kinding $K’$ and brmsis $B_{0}$ . Conversely, if $P_{0}$ is
typable, then all its P-typings under kinding $K’$ and
basis $B_{0}clC$ of the form $s\Gamma_{0}(P_{0}$ , for $(K’, s)$ a unifier
of $(K, E)$ .
$Ii\Gamma$ is a typing, we will $w\iota it(s\Gamma a$ for the type as-
sociated witb $\iota\iota\subset\iota nt^{\backslash }(\iota$ in $\Gamma$ , and $\Gamma\tilde{a}$ for the sequence
of types russociated with the sequence of names $\tilde{a}$ in $\Gamma$ .
Similarly, we will $w\iota iteBX$ for tbe $U_{2}$ type associated
with $tcl\cdot 11$ vin $i\iota 1$ ) $]_{(}$) $Xi\iota\downarrow$ basis $B$ .
Input: A $|)_{\subset}\iota sisB_{()}an(1\subset\iota ft^{1}1^{\cdot}\iota nP_{0}$ in $p_{!}$ with all
bo $m\iota c\mathfrak{l}11\subset t11C91t^{\backslash }.1\downarrow\subset 11t^{\backslash }$([ to be distinct.
Initialization: Set $E=$ V, $G=\{P_{0}\},$ $\Gamma_{0}$ to a
typing $\subset\iota\backslash sig_{11}ing$ to $\zeta\sqrt{}|1\downarrow(\iota 1les$ in $P_{0}$ distinct type-
variables, and $K$ to a kinding assigning to all vari-
ables in $\Gamma_{0}a\iota 1c\downarrow 1$) $1$ ) $ty$ kind \langle }.
Loop: If $G=\emptyset,$ $tltCll1\iota alt$ and $\iota etm\cdot\iota$) $(K, E)$ . Oth-
$c\iota$ wise choose a goal $P$ fiom $G$ , delete it from $G$
and add to $G_{\}E$ and $K$ , new goals, equations and
kind assignments as specified below.
Case $P$ is $\iota\triangleleft l(\grave{v})$ : Generate the equation
$\Gamma_{0}n=t$ and the kind a.ssignment $t:\{l:\Gamma_{0}\overline{v}\rangle$ ,
fo1 $t$ et fi esh $vali_{t}\iota 1$ ) $[0$ .
Case $P$ is $c\iota\triangleright[l_{1}(1^{\backslash }\cdot 1).P_{1} \ \cdots \ l_{n}(\overline{x}_{n}).P_{n}]$:
$Genc\iota$ ate the equation $\Gamma_{0}a$ $=$ [ $l_{1}$ :
$\Gamma_{0^{\tilde{J}}1},$ $\ldots l_{v\iota}$ : $\Gamma_{0’}.-\iota_{n}$ ] and the goals $P_{1},$ $\ldots P_{n}$ .
Case $P$ is $Q,$ $R$ : Generate the $go_{e}\sqrt sQ$ and $R$ .
Case $P$ is $(\nu x)Q$ or $!Q$ : Generate the goal $Q$ .
Case $P$ is $X(\grave{v})$ : Generate the equations
$\Gamma_{0}t^{\backslash }\rangle=\tau\{\downarrow^{\backslash }\iota/j\}$ and tbe kind assignments $\tilde{u}:\overline{k}\cdot$ ,
$fo\iota B_{0}X=\forall\grave{t}:k.\tau$ and \‘u fi esh variables.
To build $t1_{1}e$ ]) $\iota i_{1(}1:i_{1}$) $a1ki_{11t}lec1$ typing of a term $P_{0}$ ,
we use the above $\dot{c}t[go\iota ith\iota n$ on $P_{0}$ and then the kinded
unification $\dot{\iota}1go1^{\cdot}ith_{11}1$ on tlte resulting kinded set of
equations $(K, E)$ . If $(K, E)1\downarrow(tS$ no solutions, then $P_{0}$
is not typable $Ul\downarrow del$ basis $B_{()}$ . $Otl\iota el\cdot wise$ let $(K’, s)$ be
the most $gene)_{\zeta}\sqrt{}$ unifier of $(K, E)$ . Then, $(K’, s\Gamma_{0}(P_{0})$
is $tl\iota ep\iota$ incipal typing of $P_{0}$ . If follows by Lemma 6.2
that every instance of $(K’, s\Gamma_{0}rP_{0})$ is a well kinded
typing for $P_{0}$ .
Correctness of the Algorithm. Follow-
ing $[10, 12]$ , we ]) $\iota ovc$ that the algorithm preserves
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a certain invariant and terminates. To simplify the
statement of the invariant, we introduce some nota-
tion. Let $(K’, s)$ be a kinded substitution and $(K, E)$ a
kinded set of equations. We say $(K’, s)$ solves $(K, E)$ ,
denoted $(K’, s)\models(K, E)$ , if and only if $(K’, s)$ is a
unifier of $(K, E)$ . Given a typing $\Gamma_{0}$ and a basis $B_{0}$ ,
we write $(K, s)\models P$ to mean $K,$ $B_{0}$ $\vdash_{\forall’}P\Rightarrow s\Gamma_{0}$ ,
for some process $P$ . If $G$ is a set of $go_{\dot{c}}\iota 1s$ , wc write
$(K, s)\models G$ if and only if $(K, s)\models P$ for eacb process $P$
in $G$ . Finally, we say $(K’, s)$ solves $(K, E, G)$ , denoted
$(K’, s)\models(K, E, G)$ , if and only if $(K’, s)\models(K, E)$
and $(K’, s)\models G$ . The invariant of the algorithm is as
follows.
(Soundness) $\forall(K’, s).(K’, s)\models(K, E, G)$ $\Rightarrow$
$K’,$ $B_{0}\vdash_{\forall’}P_{0}\Rightarrow s\Gamma_{0}$
(Completness) $K,$ $B_{0}\vdash_{\forall^{r}}P_{0}\Rightarrow\Gamma$ $\Rightarrow$
$\exists(K’, s).(K’, s)\models(K, E, G)\wedge\Gamma r^{p_{0}}=\backslash \Gamma_{0}(P_{0}$
At termination, when $G=\emptyset$ , we have,
$\forall(K’, s).(K’, s)\models(K, E)$ $\Rightarrow$ $K’,$ $B\vdash_{\forall^{r}}P_{0}\Rightarrow s\Gamma_{0}$
$K,$ $B\vdash_{\forall’}P_{0}\Rightarrow\Gamma$ $\Rightarrow$
$\exists(K’, s).(K’, s)\models(K, E)\wedge\Gamma|P_{0}=s\Gamma_{0}(P_{0}$
so that the algorithm only produces well $ki_{1}\iota$dcd typ-
ings for the input process, and if tlic input process is
typable, then its P-well-typings under kinding $K’$ and
basis $B_{0}$ are given by $s\Gamma_{0}|P_{0}$ , for some unifier $(K’, s)$
of the kinded set of equations produced.
Theorem 6.4 (Termination) The algoritlt $m$ always
terminates.
Proof: Each action generates $s\iota bgo_{c}ds$ involving
terlns strictly smaller than the original. $\square$
Theorem 6.5 (Correctness) Th $e$ in variants are es-
tablished by the initialization step and ]) $reser(el$ by
each case in the loop.
Proof: (Soundness) The first part is $t\iota$ ivial; the sec-
ond follows by a simple induction on $tl\iota est\iota\cdot\iota ctme$ of
deductions.
(Completeness) For the first part take $s$ to bc th $e$ sub-
stitution that assigns $\alpha$ to $t$ wbenever $x$ : $t\in\Gamma_{0}[P_{0}$
and $x$ : $\alpha\in rrP_{0}$ , and take $K’$ to be K. $T1\iota en$
$(K, s)$ unifies $(K, \emptyset)$ ; and $K$ $\vdash\iota\cdot P_{0}\succ s\Gamma_{0}$ implies
$K$ $\vdash\iota\cdot P_{0}\succ\Gamma(P_{0}$ by leInma 2.1, $wl\iota icl\downarrow$ in $CtlIt$ im-
plies $K\vdash\kappa\cdot P_{0}\succ\Gamma$ by consecutive applications of rule
WEAK; and $\Gamma(P_{0}=s\Gamma_{0}(P_{0}$ .
The proof of the second $1$) $a\iota t$ follows by induction on
the structure of terms. $C_{\dot{\zeta}}\iota ses$ other $t1\downarrow anX(\grave{v})$ are
proved in [11].
Case $X(\grave{v})$ . Assume $K,$ $B_{0}$ $\vdash_{\forall^{l}}X(\overline{v})\Rightarrow\Gamma$. We need
to show $tl\downarrow at\exists(K’, s)$ : $(K’, s)\models(K\cup\{\tilde{u}:\overline{k}\},$ $\{\Gamma_{0}\tilde{v}=$
$\overline{\alpha}\{\grave{u}/\grave{t}\}\})$ A $\Gamma(P_{0}=s\Gamma_{0}\int P_{0}$ . By the typing rules we
know that $K$ $\vdash\tilde{\beta}$ : $k$ and $\Gamma rP_{0}=\{\tilde{v} : \grave{\alpha}\{\tilde{\beta}/\tilde{t}\}\}$ .
Make $s=\{\overline{u}rightarrow\tilde{\beta}_{\sim}, \Gamma\iota^{\backslash }’rightarrow\alpha\{\grave{\beta}/\tilde{t}\}\}$. Then we have
that $K$ $\vdash_{\forall’}6\overline{u}$ : $sk=\overline{k}$ since neither $\tilde{u}$ nor $\Gamma\tilde{v}$ oc-
cur in $\grave{k}$ ; and that $s\Gamma_{0}\tilde{v}=\backslash \backslash \alpha\{\tilde{\beta}/\tilde{t}\}$; and also
$that\square$
$\{\tilde{v};\grave{\alpha}\{\tilde{\beta}/\grave{t}\}\}=s\{\grave{v}:\Gamma_{\grave{U}}\}$ .
7 Related Work and Further
Issues
There is a remarkable parallel between the typing as-
siglt $\iota ncnt$ system presented $i\iota\downarrow$ this paper and that of
ML. Two $oi$ such $\sin\iota ilat\cdot itie\backslash we\iota c$ discussed at the be-
ginning of Section 5. $Anot1\downarrow C1$ \langle ) $ne$ concerns let-terms
and $fm\iota ctio\iota\downarrow a$ })[) $li(:ationi_{1}\iota$ ML.
$T1\iota c\iota e(\iota c$ ML-te $\iota 1tlSoi$ tlie $fo\iota\iota n$ let $x=M$ in $N$
tlzat can $|$ ) $t^{\backslash }$ typed $wl\iota e\iota eas$ tlte corresponding function
application $(\lambda x.N)M$ cannot. Now, we have no form
of application and abstraction over processes, but we
$]\}_{\dot{\zeta}}\iota ve$ a device by $wl\downarrow icl\downarrow$ we can si $\iota$ ) $\downarrow late$ the sharing of a
process ( $c$ .t. [5]). For $ex\subset\iota 111[)]e$ the idea of sharing term
$P$ in $tc\downarrow$ } $\iota\iota Q$ via tbe $v_{t}\iota ial$ ) $1c^{\backslash }X$ , can be materialized
into,
$t\nu c)(!c\triangleright[share(\grave{\iota}\cdot).P], Q’)$
$wl)e\iota\cdot ec$ is a $i\iota esl$) $nallC^{\backslash }\downarrow(1Q’$ is obtained from $Q$ by
replacing occ $1^{\cdot}1^{\cdot}e\iota$) $ce\mathfrak{d}$ of $tl\downarrow cto\iota\iota nX(\overline{a})$ by $c\triangleleft share(\overline{a})$ .
Notice $t1_{1}e$ usage of $\iota c$ ]) $licatio\iota$) needed for effective
$s1)a\iota\cdot i_{1}\iota goi_{1})\iota$ocess $Pw1_{1}enX$ occurs more than once
in Q. $Si_{1\}}ila1^{\cdot}1y$ to ML, let $X(\check{x})=P$ in $Q$ may be ty-
pable, $w1\iota c\iota\cdot e_{\dot{c}}\iota s(\nu c)(!c\triangleright[share(\overline{x}).P], Q’)$ may no be so,
for $X$ may occur in $Q$ witl} $dif\ddagger e\iota ent$ types (instances
of a [) $oly\iota no\iota\cdot$ [) $1_{1}ic$ type for $P$ ), whereas occurrences of
$c$ in $Q’lt\iota st$ all have tbe $sa\iota ne$ type. This is a direct
consequence of the decision of not having polymorphic
types for nalnes.
In general. typing constraints bave a drawback in
that $tl\backslash$ (ne mally $t11e_{C}\iota 1tit\iota gi\iota 1$ and useful $p\iota\cdot og\iota\cdot an$) $s$
that $calll\downarrow ot$ be typed. $T1\downarrow C^{\backslash }$ [) $\iota$ esent system is no ex-
ception. In [$)_{\zeta}\downarrow.rtic\iota 1a\iota,$ $e\iota\downarrow c$ \langle )($lings$ of recursive data
stmctmcs such as $\iota\downarrow_{C}\iota tm\cdot\cdot\iota 111\ln l$) $e\iota\cdot s$ and lists cannot
be typod in the ]) $1^{\cdot}CSC1\downarrow tsystt:n\iota$ .
A $possiI$) $le$ extension to tbe type assignment system
$hcl(\}[)\iota 0])(st^{\backslash }.(|e\mathfrak{n}con11)as\backslash t^{\backslash }t$ adding a type constructor
$del\downarrow oting$ a $\iota c^{}$(tlsive type and a $1na_{[)}1$)$ing$ fiom types
into (possibly infinite) labeled $t\iota$ ees. Then, by identi-
fying type cquivalencc with cqttality of the associated
trees, we could int $\iota o(l\iota ce$ a $m1_{C^{\backslash }}$ allowing to replace a
type in a typing by an equivalent type. Such was the
approach taken by Honda and the author [ $10|$ for the
polyadic $\pi- c_{c}\sqrt c\iota 1\iota s$ . The systclll obtained enjoys all
$tl\iota e$ desirable properties, including the subject reduc-
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tion and the existence and computability of principal
typings.
Conclusion
We presented a basic calculus aiming to capture some
essential notions present in systems of concurrent ob-
jects communicating via asynchronous message pass-
ing, together with a polyihorphic typing assignment
system for the calculus. Types are assigned to names
and are intended to describe the kind of lnessages an
object associated with the nalne is able to receive.
Terms are assigned a collection of llan)e-type pairs
called typings, making it possible to abstract $tl\iota e$ typ-
ing on some particular type-variable, tlzus obtaining a
polymorphic typing. A form of let declaration allows
to define an object of a polymorphic typing and to use
it several times with different types, instances of the
declared object.
The typing system assigns a type to each $i\iota$ ec nalne
in a program, thus specifying in some sense $tl\iota e$ inter-
face of the program. Programs $tl\iota at$ conform to tbe
typing discipline were slzown not to run into $e\iota\iota\cdot 0\iota\cdot s$ .
Furthermore, there is an $algo\iota\cdot ith\iota n$ to dorive tlre prin-
cipal typing of a program, from $wl\iota icl\downarrow$ all typings $tl\downarrow\subset\iota t$
make the program well-typed can be extracted.
The polymol$\cdot$ pl\iota ic system proposed shows $1C1\downarrow\iota a\iota$ k-
able similarities to ML. In particular, like in ML, the
fact that accounts for the extra flexibility of tbe poly-
morphic system is not so mucb let-ternis themselves
but else the existence of variables of a polymorpbic
type. Furtbermore, we saw that there are let-terms
of the form let $X(\tilde{x})=P$ in $Qtl$) $at$ can be typed
whereas the corresponding term $wlle\iota eP$ is shared in
$Q$ via variable $X$ cannot.
The approach seelns an interesting basis fi $0$ )$n$ wlrich
explore further aspects present in objects, namely the
notion of inheritance (by introducing new or redefin-
ing existing methods in objects) and $tl$) $at$ of subtyping
(by introducing new components in a record type) as
well the relationship between these. Also, an exten-
sion of the typing system to include recur.sive types,
indispensable to type objects denoting basic data such
as natural numbers and lists, can be easily done along
the lines of [10].
On the pragmatic side, one should study the applica-
bility of the calculus as a means to describe $\backslash e\iota na\iota$ ) $tics$
and types of object-oriented concurrent programming
languages such as Actor $b_{\zeta}^{r}\iota\sec l$ languages, Concurrent
Smalltalk, ABCL and POOL, as well as a clean in-
corporation of functions as a particular discipline of
object definition and usage.
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